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Statement-Making Hardware  
11 | “A change in knobs or pulls can transform your space like a change in earrings 
can elevate an outfit,” Sherman says. Think elongated pieces of hardware that have 
more substance. Matte black and honey bronze finishes are also popular, she says. 
“People are looking for a feeling of comfort and luxury that they can afford; honey 
bronze has a warm, luxurious feel to it.” Davenport knobs in Honey Bronze from  
Top Knobs. $7.35-$150.75. TobKnobs.com. 

Think Big 
12 | In 2021, “We’ll be seeing large globe fixtures, oversized lanterns and multitier, 
globe-shaped fixtures that can act as rock-star moments in the kitchen and 
elsewhere,” says interior designer and product designer Libby Langdon. Also 
trending: “large horizontal fixtures with multiple arms.” Sylvan Oversized Pendant 
from Crystorama, $598. Capitol Lighting locations; Ferguson Bath, Kitchen & Lighting 
Gallery locations; or Crystorama.com. 

Go Hands-Free 

13 | “Touchless and temperature-controlled faucets are gaining in popularity,” 
Sherman says. “Antimicrobial copper — and its alloys: brass and bronze — is also 
making a comeback.” A model of clean, sophisticated design, Kohler’s Crue™ kitchen 
faucet can be activated with a wave of the hand and features temperature-memory 
technology. Shown in Vibrant Brushed Moderne Brass. $1,058. General Plumbing 
Supply locations or Kohler.com.  

Stay Hydrated/Go Green 
14 | Elkay’s ezH20 Liv is the first built-in, filtered-water dispenser that can fit virtually 
anywhere in the home: a garage turned home gym, office or mudroom to name a 
few. The sleek glass front with brushed stainless steel features intuitive lighting that 
brightens when dispensing. Help eliminate single-use plastic and count the bottles 
saved with the exclusive Green Ticker while serving family and friends cleaner and 
healthier water. Available in Midnight or Aspen White (shown). Starting at $1,300. 
Elkay.com. 

Be True Blue 
15 | Custom metallic blue knobs — a new, fashion-forward Thermador accessory — 
bring artistic allure to the kitchen on the range, cooktop or wall oven. 48-inch Pro 
Grand Range starts at $13,349; blue knobs in set of 20, $406.40. Thermador.com. 

Add Some Shine 
16 | Taylor King’s Castle Stool — available in counter and bar heights — brings 
elegance and refinement to kitchen and dining areas. Its luxe metal frame, offered 
in a nickel or brass finish, strikes a sleek silhouette that adds a modern flair to 
transitional styling. $2,195. A&R Interiors in Denville; Brielle Furniture Interiors in Sea 
Girt; Schwartz Design Showroom in Metuchen (to the trade) or TaylorKing.com. 

CRAVING A LITTLE CHANGE IN SCENERY?  
SMALL, BIG-IMPACT UPDATES MAY BE ON TAP
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